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Independent research  
 analysis & data
Overview of Bloomberg Intelligence

Bloomberg Intelligence provides in-depth analysis and data on industries and companies,  
as well as the government, credit and litigation factors that can impact decision-making.  
Bloomberg Intelligence is available on the Terminal at BI <GO> and on the Bloomberg  
Professional app for iOS and Android.

BI puts the data, analytics and insights at the client’s fingertips to help:

•  Generate creative ideas

•  Analyze data

•  Support analysis

•  Monitor investments and recommendations

•  Explore new industries, companies and credit

While highlighting featured research and recently published research across industries, the BI <GO> homepage 
allows clients to navigate to an industry or company by sector or special topic in the left-hand navigation.

What differentiates BI research

Broad coverage

We cover more than 135 industries and 1,900 companies  
across the globe, including all 10 major sectors.

Experienced analysts

We have a team of 250 experienced research professionals  
with senior analysts averaging 20 years of buy- and  
sell-side experience.

Data-driven analysis

The in-depth analysis is backed by transparent data, sourced  
from industry, company and 300+ third-party contributed  
and proprietary data sets.

No recommendations

BI analysts focus on timely fundamental trends and critical 
themes — they do not make investment recommendations.
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BI’s range of research analysis includes:

Themes 

Examine the thematic issues currently affecting each industry  
and better understand the context for longer-term issues. 

Earnings 

Look at the latest earnings previews and reviews for 
companies announcing their performance results. 

Valuation 

Get insights into the different valuation factors that  
affect an industry and compare the top performers  
with the underperformers.

Primers 

Primers aim to give a forward-looking view into  
the different factors affecting an industry, company,  
commodity, credit or topic.

Research points and decks — How will autonomous driving impact different industries?

Industry dashboards — What’s happening in North American telecom.

Powerful research analysis 

Bloomberg Intelligence research is organized into custom “dashboards” for each industry that are built around the constituent 
companies. On a dashboard, clients can navigate between industry, company, credit, ESG, government and litigation research. 

All analysis is presented in easily digestible points supported by data and organized into scrolling research decks on a fundamental 
trend, theme or event. The data supporting the research is live, allowing users to interact with the data with one click on the 
Bloomberg Terminal®. 
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Dig into data — Investigate prescription data and counts in the biotech industry.

Monitor companies — Which advertising agency is bringing the goods?

Robust data & monitoring tool

Bloomberg Intelligence offers a powerful library of data from both proprietary and 300+ third-party sources in each  
of its industry dashboards. Each dashboard’s Data Library houses deep content, including macro and industry factors  
as well as company-level operating, financial and valuation statistics. 

In addition to Bloomberg data, clients have access to over 
300+ third-party data sets. Accessing third-party data on  
an individual basis can be time-consuming and expensive.  
By aggregating hundreds of providers on one platform,  
BI data can provide tremendous value to Bloomberg clients.

Finally, BI monitoring tools provide data at the individual 
company level or aggregated by industry. Access real-time  
data and news flow, including contributed research, events, 
comp sheets, earnings estimates, credit analysis, ownership 
and more.
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A multi-dimensional approach to research 

Bloomberg Intelligence takes a multi-dimensional approach to research with a dedicated team of analysts who explain  
how government, credit and litigation factors will affect any given industry or company. 

Credit research — Peruse the latest distressed debt topic primer.

Litigation watch — Keep an eye on the latest cases in the financials sector.

Government

Clients can anticipate how action in the government  
can impact companies, industries and their portfolios.

Strategy

Dedicated analysts cover the equity, credit, commodity, fixed  
income, municipal, rate and ETF markets at large. The research  
delivers insights and data on the macro themes, fundamentals  
and technicals of the different markets to help clients identify 
investment opportunities in different asset classes.

Credit

Credit research combines industry-level research with analysis  
of individual issuers’ fundamentals, debt capacity, capital 
structure, and relative value of bonds and CDSs. Seasoned  
credit analysts cover the major U.S. investment grade  
and high yield issuers and industries..

Litigation

Monitor the court cases to discover the potential  
outcomes for a given industry or company.
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Special features

Bloomberg Intelligence offers a range of special features to make its research  
and data easier to find, access and educate:

Search

A prominent search bar on the BI <GO> homepage makes it easy for you  
to find specific research or data set on an industry, company or topic.

Mobile

To access BI analysis on the Bloomberg Professional app for 
iOS and Android, go to the News or the Research icon from the 
home screen, either type BI <GO> or select BI from Sources. 
Primers are also available on the app.

Engage with the community

In the Events & Chatrooms tab on the red tool bar, explore 
upcoming events and webinars hosted by BI analysts,  
or join an incognito forum. 

Featured research

BI publishes a morning note in the Americas, Europe and 
Asia that features the latest key research across industries 
produced in each region. Clients can set up an alert to get 
the morning note sent straight to their inbox.

Primers library

BI has a robust library of 2,600+ company, industry, country, 
commodity and topical primers to help get clients smart quickly.  
A sortable list of primers can be found directly at BIP <GO>.

About the Bloomberg Terminal.

Since 1981, business and financial professionals have depended 
on the Bloomberg Terminal® for the real-time data, news  
and analytics they need to make the decisions that matter.  
The Terminal provides information on every asset class — from 
fixed income to equities, foreign exchange to commodities, 
derivatives to mortgages — all seamlessly integrated with 
on-demand multimedia content, extensive electronic-trading 
capabilities and a superior communications network. 



Take the next step.

For additional information,  
press the <HELP> key twice  
on the Bloomberg Terminal®.
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+86 10 6649 7500
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New York 
+1 212 318 2000

San Francisco 
+1 415 912 2960
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+55 11 2395 9000
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Sydney 
+61 2 9777 8600
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